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Abstract. Transis is a high availability distributed system, being developed in the Hebrew University. It supports reliable group communication
for high availability applications. The system provides enhanced services
for information dissemination and replication in a dynamic environment
where machines may crash, for arbitrarily long periods, and may recover;
where the network may partition and re-merge. Transis contains novel
protocols for reliable message delivery, it optimizes the performance for
existing network hardware, and o ers a variety of di erent handles to upper applications. The paper presents the experience gained in the design
and the implementation of the Transis communication subsystem.

1 Introduction
This paper presents the design and implementation of the Transis communication subsystem [3]. Transis supports reliable group communication for high
availability applications. The system provides enhanced services for information
dissemination and replication in a dynamic environment where machines may
crash, for arbitrarily long periods, and may recover; where the network may
partition and re-merge. Transis contains novel protocols for reliable message delivery, it optimizes the performance for existing network hardware, and o ers a
variety of di erent handles to upper applications.
The communication needs of distributed applications have increased considerably in recent years. Today, applications require high speed advanced communication services that support intricate interactions. An application programmer
requires an advanced tool that disseminates information reliably and eciently
to multiple destinations. The tool must sustain high communication rates while
automatically regulating the communication ow. Such a tool must be optimized for each available hardware, and relieve the programmer from adapting
the program to di erent communication platforms.
The Transis approach is novel is several ways:
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{ Transis employs a reliable multicast protocol, based on the Trans proto-

col [22], that utilizes the available hardware broadcast or multicast, in order
to disseminate messages to multiple destinations with minimal overhead.
Performance results show that, indeed, the protocol can sustain extremely
high communication rates among a large number of participants.
{ The system tackles partitions in the communication network and provides a
consistent view of the system state to all the system components5 . Transis
guarantees that members of the same group who remain connected receive
the same set of messages in the same order, despite all faults. When partitions recover, Transis implements a novel methodology for providing consistent merging. The principles that underlie the Transis approach for handling partitions have been adopted by several additional projects already:
Totem [5] and Horus [28].
{ The system regulates the ow of messages in the network to prevent message
loss, as much as possible, and avoid ooding. The ow control mechanism is
novel in that, unlike point-to-point ow control methods that regulate the
ow among each pair of processes separately, Transis regulates the networkwide ow.
{ Service layers built on top of the transport layer within Transis enable the
use of a consistent message dissemination despite partitioning. Thus, upon
re-merging, all processes recover their joint consistent state.

The Transis protocols are optimized for applications that require message dissemination within broadcast domains. Transis saves in message trac to multiple
destinations. Transis has a provision for WAN, though it is not implemented in
this version of the prototype: The Transis design proposes to model the system
as composed of a collection of multicast clusters , as depicted in Figure 1. Each
multicast cluster represents a domain of machines that are capable of communicating via hardware multicast. In reality, such a cluster could be within a single
Local Area Network (LAN), or multiple LANs interconnected by transparent
gateways or bridges. We do not elaborate further on WAN protocols in this
paper.
Transis is a modular and extendible system. Many higher level services can
bene t from the underlying transport services. For example, in the current prototype, Transis supports a Persistent Replication Service , designed in collaboration
with the Horus project [21]. The Persistent Replication Service Layer (PRSL)
provides the application builder with long term services such as message logging
and replaying, and reconciliation of states among recovered and reconnected
endpoints.
The persistent message replication service that is built within Transis provides a fast and clean development path for distributed application builders
that need to replicate information among a subscribed set of targets. The PRSL
takes care of all message replication and recoveries within the group of machines
5
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Fig. 1. The Transis Communication Model
spanning through all membership changes. The PRSL provides various levels
of consistency guarantees, such as message ordering and stability. PRSL contains two algorithms implementing persistent and ordered message replication,
optimized for two extremes:
{ Minimizing end-to-end communication. In this optimization, applications require to exchange end-to-end acknowledgment only after a group membershipchange (see [4]). Thus, as long as no changes take place,the overhead is minimized.
{ Guaranteed majority progress. In this optimization, a primary partition service guarantees that whenever a primary partition of machines is connected
for suciently long, they will be able to proceed, despite all past failures
(see [17]). In other systems, certain sequences of failures or a complete system crash might lead the system to block until full recovery, whereas in our
service, any recovered majority is guaranteed to be viable.

2 Reliable Group Communication Services
The construction of distributed applications such as replicated information systems, message-based parallel processes, and on-line conferencing tools, can be
made substantially easier with a strong group-communication substrate. The
merits of group communication services is substantiated by vast research in this
area in recent years (e.g., Isis [10], Horus [29], Totem [5], Psync [25] and Consul [23], Amoeba [15], [18], Delta-4 [26], and many others). The idea is that a

communication substrate can be made to work on new networks, making the
porting of the applications easy. The optimizations required for sustaining high
throughput communication are made by the architects of the communication
layer, and allow for specialized optimizations, that any application programmer
can bene t from.
The Transis project addresses the question: What are the properties required
of such a communication substrate?
The basic need underlying many distributed applications is the need to deliver the same message to a set of destinations reliably. In point-to-point communication, the de nition of reliability is obvious: If both parties stay operational,
then a message from the rst party will eventually reach the second party. In the
context of group communication, there may be several possible interpretations
to the reliability requirement. For our needs, we choose an all-or-none guarantee: if any member of the destination set delivers a message, then all the other
members of the set will deliver it, despite some pre-de ned failures (but not
despite all kinds of failures).
Often, the all-or-none guarantee is misunderstood, or oversimpli ed: the fact
is that, in an asynchronous environment, no protocol can guarantee true all-ornone semantics despite arbitrary failures, without saving messages on stable storage. If it could, the act of message-delivery would require common-knowledge,
which is impossible to attain in an asynchronous environment [14]. In Transis,
we therefore provide two levels of reliable service:
Atomic: An Atomic message delivered at any member is guaranteed to be delivered at all the currently operational members of the application, despite
message omissions. However, if any member crashes or disconnects soon after the atomic message is transmitted or delivered, then it might not deliver
the message.
Safe: A Safe message delivered at any member is guaranteed to be delivered
at all the currently operational members of the application, provided that
they do not crash. The Safe service is strictly stronger than the Atomic
service, because even if the system partitions, the message is guaranteed to
be delivered to them.6
The practical question is what is the cost incurred by reliable delivery: The
loss rate exhibited by today's networks is extremely low. Therefore, the overhead
in recovering lost messages is not high. On the other hand, the message loss rate
may increase signi cantly under heavy network loads. Therefore, in order to
prevent excessive message loss, the system must regulate the ow of messages
in the entire network, and coordinate the transmission of messages by di erent
processors.
One of the lessons we learned in the design of Transis, is that in order to implement a ow-controlled communication layer within local area networks, with
early omission-detection and failure noti cation, one needs a reliable multicast
6

Note that in the literature, this service is sometimes called uniform , and Safe messages are called stable.

layer. Thus, even if some application does not require atomic or safe delivery
guarantees, it bene ts from the enhanced performance of the reliable multicast
substrate.

2.1 Multicast Message Ordering
Some applications, notably, applications based on the State Machine approach,
require that all the members of a group deliver the messages in total order. For
example, when messages are totally ordered, a replicated information service
can perform updates locally as soon as they are delivered from the communication layer, without need for further coordination. Transis provides the following
ordered multicast service:

Agreed: The Agreed multicast service guarantees that any two messages m; m

0

delivered to multiple destinations, will be delivered in the same order everywhere. This means that either m is delivered before m or vice versa, but
there is no mixing of their orders at di erent sites.
0

Agreed messages in Transis maintain this requirement even when partitions
occur. Thus, in case detached components continue operating shortly after a
partition occurs, consistency is preserved.
For applications that do not utilize totally ordered multicast, Transis provides
a weaker form of ordering:

Causal: A causally ordered multicast service preserves the causal order of messages (see [19]). Intuitively, causal communication guarantees that a response
to a certain message will never be delivered before the message.

Causal-preserving delivery order makes programming somewhat easier, much
in the same way that FIFO guarantees make it easier to program two-party
interaction.

2.2 Failure Noti cation
Suppose that machines may crash, and the network may partition. In networking
environments, it is currently impossible to distinguish for sure between machine
crashes and network partitions; thus, machines may appear crashed, but in fact
they are only detached.
The communication substrate needs to provide failure noti cation to the
upper layer, informing it when machines in the con guration appear detached.
Furthermore, in order to provide for ecient state transfer upon recovery, the
failure noti cation mechanism should indicate when, in the stream of messages,
the process group has detached, and when the partition has recovered. To this
end, Transis provides failure noti cation and guarantees by the virtual synchrony
programming model, and its extension to partitionable operation, see below
(Section 2.3).

2.3 Virtual Synchrony and Partitionable Operation

Transis provides the application programmer with a programming environment
that is conceptually Virtually Synchronous, as de ned by Ken Birman et. al in
the early work on the Isis system [7], and extended into partitionable environments in [24]. The virtual synchrony model and its extension to partitionable
operation encompasses the relation between message passing operations in a
process-group, and between control messages provided by the system about process failures and joins in the group.
A process group in Transis is dynamic: A group is created with some initial
membership, and subsequently its membership changes as processes join (are
added) and leave (are deleted or fail). Whenever the membership of a group
changes (and initially, created), all the processes of the new membership observe
a membership change event. This event is provided as a special Transis message,
a membership change message.
The essence of the virtual synchrony programming model is in guaranteeing
that membership changes are observed in the same order by all the members
of a group. Furthermore, membership changes are totally ordered with respect
to all the regular messages in the system. This means that every two processes
that observe the same two consecutive membership changes, receive the same
set of multicast messages between the membership changes. For example, let's
consider a group that changes from the con guration fA; B; C g to fA; B; Dg.
Then processes A and B will rst receive the membership-change indication of
fA; B; C g, then they both receive exactly the same set of regular messages, and
nally they receive the second con guration change, fA; B; Dg. (In this case, C
might receive, after the rst con guration change, any subset or superset of the
regular messages that A and B received). In this sense, membership changes are
virtually synchronous, as the processes have identical contexts when messages
arrive. This allows the processes to act upon the messages they receive in a
consistent way. For a formal de nition of the virtual synchrony model, refer
to [7].
As an important extension to the Isis virtual synchrony model, Transis allows partitionable operation: If a group partitions into two components, such
that communication between the components is impossible, then each component continues observing the virtual synchrony model separately. Furthermore,
upon re-merging, the merged set will be virtually synchronized starting with the
membership change event that denotes the joining. More details on the semantics
of the partitionable membership are given below, in Section 4.

3 High Performance Reliable Multicast
We experimented with several protocols and ideas for supporting reliable multicast communication. We found out that the way to support reliability with high
performance is based on several principles:
{ In systems that exhibit low loss rate, it is preferable to use a negativeacknowledgment based protocol. Thus:

Messages are not retransmitted unless explicitly asked to, through a
negative acknowledgment.
 Positive acknowledgment, required for determining the arrival of messages to all their destinations, are piggybacked on regular messages that
go to the required destination. In case no regular message is transmitted,
then periodically, an empty message containing only acknowledgment
and an \I am alive" indication will go out.
These ideas are not new, and are utilized also, in various forms, in [25, 22,
16, 6]. Their importance is great in today's networks, that exhibit extremely
low message loss rates.
{ Detection of message losses must be made as soon as possible. Suppose that
machines A, B and C send successive messages. If machine D maintains reliability guarantees against each machine separately, and misses the message
from A, then it will not detect the loss until A transmits another message.
If, on the other hand, there are additional relationships between messages
sent by di erent processors, then D can possibly detect the loss as soon as
B transmits its message. Early detection saves on bu er space by allowing
prompt garbage collection, regulates the ow better, and prevents cascading
losses.
In the Transis project, this principle led to two separate versions of the
system: One, based on the Trans protocol [22], relies on causal relationships
among messages (see [3]), and the other relies on a revolving token that forms
a total order on message transmission events (see [5]).
{ Our protocols rely on very low message loss rates of the networks. However,
under high communication loads, the networks and the underlying protocols
can be driven to high loss rates. For example, we conducted experiments using UDP/IP communication, between Sun Sparc machines, interconnected
by 10-Mbit Ethernet; Under normal load, the loss rate is approximately
0.1%, but under extreme conditions, the loss rate went up to 30%. Such loss
rates would make the recovery from message losses costly. Furthermore, this
can cause an avalanche e ect, where under high loads, the reliable communication protocols further increase the load to overcome omissions. Therefore,
to prevent this situation, it is crucial to control the ow of messages in the
network.
{ In order to achieve extremely high throughput (approaching the physical
limits of the network), the pipelining principle needs to be exploited: One or
more machines can \feed" messages to the network in a rate that approximates its maximum capacity. But if the machines delay (e.g., for acknowledgment) between successive transmissions, then they fail to utilize the full
network capacity.


Generally, we note that, optimizations done at the low levels of the system
usually (not always) make the system much faster than it would be, had the
entire role been that of application developers. Thus, even though the system
(as really, any service) may provide more than what is needed by some speci c
application, it may well still lead to an overall better implementation of the

useful parts of the service. In addition, it employs system-wide ow control
considerations, instead of being limited to a per-application basis.

3.1 Flow Control
Transis employs a novel method for controlling the ow of messages and for
bounding the amount of memory consumed by the protocol. De ne a network
sliding window as consisting of all the received messages that are not acknowledged by all the machines yet. Each machine computes this window from its
local information. Note that this window contains messages from all the machines in the current Transis con guration, unlike the traditional sliding-window
that maintains only the machine's own messages. The network sliding window
determines an adaptive delay for transmission by the window size, ranging from
the minimal delay at small sizes and slowing up to in nite delay (blocked from
sending anything but \I am alive" messages) when the window exceeds a maximal size. The window cannot remain stuck for long, because the background
membership algorithm will remove from the con guration machines that do not
participate (see the Membership Section below). This releases the sliding-window
block and the ow of messages resumes. The network sliding window roughly
determines the maximum number of messages that need to be kept for retransmission.

3.2 Agreed Multicast
One of the characteristics of the Trans and the Transis protocols, is that they
allow completely spontaneous transmission of messages by any machine. Consequently, two machines may send messages within a small interval apart, none
receiving each other's message rst. In this case, there will be no acknowledgment between these messages. This means that additional processing is required
if there is a requirement to deliver the messages in the same total order at all
their common destinations.
The Agreed multicast service guarantees that messages arrive reliably and
in the same total-order to all their destinations. Since we currently have three
versions of Transis that di er in their implementation of the Agreed multicast
service [12, 5], we chose to present the tradeo s in this issue.
There are several completely distributed algorithms that build a total order >from the local information and reach agreement [22, 12, 25]. It is perhaps
easiest to understand the all-ack algorithm of Transis, that is also completely
distributed. The above referred algorithms are essentially optimizations on this
principle. The all-ack idea is:

{ Wait until at least one message is received from each machine.
{ Then go through the machines in ascending order, and deliver the rst message from each machine unless it directly acknowledges another message.

The common characteristic of these algorithms, is that they do not incur any
extra message exchange for achieving agreement on the total order. They have
post-transmission delay, from the time a message is transmitted and received
until it is ordered in the right place. Interestingly, this cost is most apparent
when the system is relatively idle, and waiting for responses from all (or some)
of the machines incurs the worst-case delay. On the other hand, these methods
can sustain steady transmission loads that are close to the network limits, when
all the machines are fairly uniformly active.
A di erent family of protocols orders the messages in a total order by contending for an ordering capability to order messages [9, 5, 16]. The Isis ABCAST protocol [9] employs a token-holder within each group of communicating
processes. ABCAST messages are multicast at will, and their delivery is delayed
by all the receiving processes except for the token holder. Periodically, the token
holder sends a message indicating its order of delivery for all received ABCAST
messages, and all the other processes comply with it. The Token may also migrate to the sender.
The Amoeba system contains a di erent variation of this scheme, implemented within the operating system kernel [16]. A sequencer kernel is designated
as the central controller. Every message is sent to it via point to point communication, and the sequencer multicasts it to all the machines. The FIFO order
of sequencer-transmissions determines a total order for all the messages.
The Totem protocol [5] uses a revolving token that holds a sequence-number
for messages. The holder of the token can emit one or more multicast messages,
and update the token sequence accordingly. In order to transmit a multicast
message, a processor must obtain the token. The token itself regularly revolves
among all the processors.
The cost in these protocols is in obtaining access to the ordering capability,
be it migratable or static. This cost is apparent both in the delay occurring until
the control is obtained, and in extra messages exchanged. Once it is obtained,
transmission and ordering is done immediately. Therefore, we say that they have
a pre-transmission delay. The advantage of a control scheme like the revolving
token of [5] is that it regulates the ow of messages eciently.
It is not entirely clear what are the tradeo s between pre-transmission ordering and post-transmission ordering in these protocols. In particular, the behavior
of these protocols when the communication pattern is \chaotic" is an active area
for future research.

4 Membership Maintenance
A fundamental issue in the design of a reliable multicast layer is the maintenance
of the membership of operational machines. Transis contains a membership protocol that is integrated in the communication system, such that the noti cations
of membership changes are delivered to the application among the stream of
regular messages [2, 13]. Changes to the membership are coordinated with the
delivery of regular messages in the system.

Most membership protocols allow only one component to continue operation,
in case of network partitions [27, 11]. In large and critical systems, this approach
is not realistic, and it is essential to enable operation in face of partitions. In the
case that partitioned operation is not desired, it is easy to add a layer on top
of our membership that disallows all but one component to operate. Thus, our
protocol does not mandate partitioned operation, but provides more exibility.
When the network partitions, each component continues operating separately. The machines in each component are in agreement about membership
among themselves, but not with the machines in other components. This might
sound chaotic, at rst. However, we require that:
{ Every pair of machines that go through two consecutive membership changes,
receive the same set of messages between the two changes. (This is a generalization of the principle called virtual synchrony , see [8]).
{ Upon re-merging, all the machines in the new membership start with a consistent view of the membership, and agree on the messages that immediately
follow it.
In this way, the membership service associates a membership-context with
each message. The application can use this to perform consistent operations on
received messages, and to merge the histories of joined components. For example, [1] describes a replicated mail server that exploits the Transis membership
for eciently implementing a partitionable service.
Intuitively, at the basis of our membership protocol, there are two stages: (1)
suggest a new membership set, (2) wait for agreement >from every machine in
the set. This simple protocol is complicated by the following issues:

{ All the machines in a new membership set need to terminate the preceding

membership in a consistent way. The problem is that if a certain machine,
q, is taken out of the previous membership, the \last" message from q might
have reached only a subset of the new membership.
We use the following rule: Let mq be a message from q. If any machine in the
new membership set receives mq before committing to the new membership,
all of them deliver mq . Otherwise, all of them discard it.
{ Our design allows the ow of regular messages to continue during transition
to a new membership. This design goal is important for handling cascading
membership changes, during periods of instability or frequent changes. It
also makes the protocol exible to support messages from external sources
(an open group communication), because auxiliary sources are not part of
the protocol and cannot cease sending messages during its operation.
In our protocol, the context of regular messages that are sent during membership transitions is determined by their order with respect to the messages
used within the membership protocol.
In [13], we present the full solution that supports partitioned operation and
rejoining. Joining is done multi-way, in a completely symmetrical fashion. In
this way, the joining provides a solution to the startup problem as well: Each

machine starts up as a singleton set on its own. Then, all the machines that start
up merge into a larger set.

5 Higher Layer: Persistent Replication Services
Transis is a modular and extendible system. We envision many higher level services that can bene t from the underlying transport services. In this section, we
describe the Persistent Replication Service designed for Transis in collaboration
with the Horus project [21].
The Persistent Replication Service Layer (PRSL) provides the application
builder with long term services such as message logging and replaying, and reconciliation of states among recovered and reconnected endpoints.
The PRSL supports multicast messages among members of a designated
group. The long-term guarantees made by the PRSL are intended to overcome
the limitations of the underlying multicast transport services o ered by Transis (and similar systems), namely, that their delivery guarantees are a ected by
transient failures: When a message gets posted at the underlying transport communication layer, its delivery is only guaranteed within the \currently connected
component" of the system. Furthermore, message stability indicates only that
the message is deposited at the transport-layers in the destination sites, but no
end-to-end acknowledgment at the application level is provided. Therefore, there
is no real guarantee that any destination application actually acted upon it.
The PRSL multicast services extend the underlying communication delivery
and ordering guarantees within the entire replication group.
The basis of all the PRSL operations is the replication group: The replication
group is a static set of processes, de ned by the user at startup time. Except
for the case of startup and shutdown of members (see below), the replication
group remains static throughout the execution, and there are no view-change
reports by this layer. The replication group is distinguished from the multicast
group, which consists of the currently connected and communicating members
of the replication group. The multicast group is transient, and is maintained
automatically by the membership mechanism of the transport layer of Transis.
As described above, Transis allows the membership of multicast groups to partition, and supports merging automatically, while providing the partitionable
virtual synchrony guarantees.
The PRSL supports several operations within the replication group:

{ A uniform multicast service, guarantees the uniform delivery of messages

within the replication group, despite arbitrary crashes and communication
failures. By uniform delivery we mean that if any member delivers a message,
it must eventually be delivered by all the other members.
{ A totally ordered uniform multicast, guarantees, in addition to the uniformity
guarantees, total ordering of messages throughout the replication group.
The PRSL totally-ordered multicast requires making agreement decisions,
and may delay the delivery of multicast messages until such decisions are

possible. Typically, this requires a majority of the processes (or, in more
general terms, a primary component ) to be able to reach a consensus decision. The CoRel replication protocol [17], developed for the Transis project,
supports total ordering within a primary-component,and provides automatic
merging of message-histories upon recovery of partitions. The protocol guarantees that progress of total-ordering decisions is always possible within a
primary-component. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only existing
protocol that has this desirable property. Within each connected component,
CoRel requires an application-level acknowledgment for each message before
it can be delivered in total-order.
Another protocol implementing persistent total ordering in partitionable
groups is provided in [4]. Their protocol does not require application level
acknowledgments for reaching total ordering decisions, and thus does not
need to delay the delivery of totally ordered messages until the application
handles them. In this protocol, however, it is not always possible to guarantee progress when one or some of the participating members are disconnected
(although, in practice, the situations in which the protocol is blocked from
making progress are very rare).
{ A stable multicast service guarantees that messages are delivered to the
application only after they are acknowledged by the PRSL software at all
the participating members of the replication group. Stable messages behave
like the underlying Safe messages, except that their delivery is guaranteed
within the persistent group, whereas Safe messages are guaranteed only
within the current membership. Additional di erence rises when the stable service is used in combination with the explicit-acknowledgment facility
of the PRSL(see below): Then, stability re ects user-level acknowledgement,
whereas Safety can only re ect acknowledgement by the transport layer itself.
{ An explicit acknowledgment operation allows the application to withhold
message acknowledgment until explicit con rmation. When the application
speci es this option, the PRSL software does not acknowledge received messages until after they are delivered to the application and explicitly acknowledged by it. In this way, the stability of messages actually re ects
the application-dependent notion of stability, and can allow the application
to perform operations on messages before they are considered stable.
{ A shutdown operation removes a member from the replication group. Unlike
lower level membership services, members are never taken out of the replication group in the course of automatic activity, but only at an explicit request
by the application. The PRSL guarantees that information about shutdown
members reaches all the remaining participating members eventually, and in
this way prevents inde nite blocking for acknowledgments from the removed
members.
A system manager may use the shutdown operation (along with startup )
upon long service outages, when for example it may be more ecient to bring
back a failed server by doing a checkpoint-transfer rather than replaying the

entire history of messages that accumulate during the outage.

{ A startup operation allows bringing up new members into the replication
group. When requested to join a new member, the PRSL rst guarantees that
the new member becomes up to date with the current state of the system, and
then guarantees that information about the new process eventually reaches
all the existing members.

5.1 Using PRSL

A persistent replication layer is desired in many applications. In any application
that needs to replicate information among a persistent set of replicas, the PRSL
provides an easy development path: the application developer simply needs to
deposit update messages to the layer and specify ordering requirements. The
PRSL automatically takes care of propagating the update messages to all the
members of the persistent replication group, and preserves the speci ed ordering
requisites.
Our approach allows the application to deposit messages `asynchronously' to
the PRSL without waiting for stability or consistent ordering. We see special
advantage in this approach for future mobile and wireless environments: In such
environments, often a primary-partition or a particular token site is unaccessible
for long durations. Thus, an application can deposit messages asynchronously,
such that later, they become stable and consistently delivered to all the participating members.
The advantage in using the underlying Transis communication substrate for
supporting the PRSL is twofold: Firstly, during periods of stability, the lower
layer transport services provide for dissemination of multicast messages within
any connected component of the network. This relieves the PRSL programmer
from the task of implementing reliable multicast, and takes advantage of the
highly tuned protocols of the communication substrate. Secondly, the recovery
from transient partitions and failures is made ecient by the underlying support
of the virtual synchrony execution model (extended for partitionable operation).
Using this execution model enables each connected component to be represented
as a unit upon merging with other components, and prevents reiterating old
message by multiple members.

6 Conclusions
Computer communication networks play a crucial role in today's computer environments. Using advanced communication facilities, one can replicate information cheaply, conveniently and more quickly.
The Transis approach to advanced group communication has acquired a wide
recognition in the academic community, mainly due to the following desirable
properties:
1. It employs a highly ecient multicast protocol, based on the Trans protocol [22], that utilizes available hardware multicast.

2. It can sustain extremely high communication throughput due to its e ective
ow control mechanism, and its simple group design (for performance results,
see [20]).
3. Is supports partitionable operation, and provides the means for consistently
merging components upon recovery.
As of approximately two years ago, Transis has been operational at the Hebrew University, and supports various applications as well as the \Distributed
Algorithms" course.
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